


24K GOLDN + IANN DIOR 

It might be a new year, but 24kGoldn and lann Dior still want to know 

why you're in a mood. The duo's pop-punk-inflected rap hit has risen to 

the No. 1 slot on the charts once again this week, making it the seventh 

week the song has reigned. Even if the weeks weren't consecutive, 

that's still an impressive feat for these two rising songwriters, neither of 

whom were household names before this hit. Speaking of household 

names, Dua Li pa's long-tail disco bop "Levitating" just broke the top ten 

for the first time - thanks to the remix version with a verse from chart 

fiend DaBaby. Maybe that charming duo will be bounding to their own 

No. 1 before long. 

LISTEN 

BUBBLING UNDER 

http://click.popflash.uproxx.com/?qs=96c11c8e3609059334088a356cb0f419d8685cb0118ddc70c93102810490e466609ef8090e233fbf6031d66ce7552b715c21793f32c7abaa


LAUV 

Lauv made a big splash in 2020 with his independently released album 

-how i'm feeling-. But multiple hits with the Likes of Anne-Marie and 

Troye Sivan weren't enough for the emerging pop songwriter, and he 

closed out a successful year with a mesmerizing AutoTuned ballad 

titled "2021." Since he's so often chasing down sticky hooks and airy, 

Light pop fare, it's a change of pace to hear him crooning and getting 

into the gloomy underbelly of his feelings. No matter how Lauv is 

feeling, the songs hit home.

LISTEN 

REMEMBER WHEN 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DOLLY PARTON! 

http://click.popflash.uproxx.com/?qs=96c11c8e36090593a7deae1a6bbef7750adc9f83c299c06dd2d2b52c5a9318ac8f9ee295e0ea7da5e5fbe51b9347ba31230930a356ab50cf


Though longtime fans of Dolly Parton have known she's an incredibly 

generous philanthropic force for good, the rest of the world found out 

about her bountiful heart last year when she helped fund research for 

one of the COVID-19 vaccines. That makes it even more exciting that 

her 75th birthday is coming up exactly two weeks from today. Born in 

1946 in a one-room sharecropper's cabin, Dolly went on to become 

one of the most successful and prominent songwriters and performers 

in the world. It's time to give her those flowers while she's here. Happy 

(almost) birthday, Dolly. You are a legend. 

LISTEN 

LOVE LETTERS 

http://click.popflash.uproxx.com/?qs=96c11c8e360905938ea04262cefab146d07c91a502d91479f145eadbcd1109f5c1858da4f0e2030eb24423e3da376d440405b608b8992704


SZA 

Since there's not a lot of new music coming out right now anyway, it's 

even easier to focus on the dreamy psychedelics of SZ/\s latest track, 

"Good Days." Following up a scattershot release with Ty Dalla Sign, "Hit 

Different," the melodic narrative of this melancholy return to form is a 

huge step toward the idea of a follow-up to her 2017 album CTRL, 

which still remains a standout of modern R&B. This song strikes the 

perfect balance between sadness and hopefulness that the advent of 

a new year is bringing in, so throw it on and relax into your empty mind. 

LISTEN 
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YOU SAY YOU WANT MORE MUSIC? 
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